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Interferometers as telescopes

Photometric field of view
Interferometric field of view
Aperture synthesis
Sensitivity: it’s the correlated flux!



Photometric field of view

Mizar A (V=2.3) 
with B (V=4.0) at 14”
(Mark III)



Interferometric field of view (I)

12 Persei observed on Oct 9, 2001 with the 
CHARA Array, K’-band, 330m baseline, 
separation 40 marcsec

Mark 3 (Oct 8, 1992)



Interferometric field of view (II)

β CrB

(NPOI)



Aperture synthesis

MIDI, UT2-UT3, δ = −61



Aperture synthesis and orbital motion

β Aur
(Mark III)

P = 4 days



Responses to simple models

Point source (“unresolved”)
Uniform disk
Elliptical disk
Limb darkened disk
Gaussian
Binary, mystery star
Ring



Uniform disk



Elliptical disk

Transform (u,v) coord.

Fourier transform strip
brightness distribution van Belle et al. (2001)



Limb darkened disk

Wittkowski et al. (2003)



Binary

Mark III



How to estimate PA and separation
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Armstrong et al. 1995



Mystery star

All baseline PAs 2nd spectr., One PA



Triple star

η Vir (Hummel et al. 2004)



Aperture plane visibility

Equal magnitude binary
Resolved component in binary
Faint secondary vs resolved primary
Archimedes spiral



Equal magnitude binary



Resolved component in binary



Faint secondary vs resolved primary



Archimedes spiral

Monnier et al. 1999



Example interpretations (1)

Danchi et al. 1994



Example interpretations (2)

Danchi et al. 1994



Example interpretations (3)

Danchi et al. 1994



Example interpretations (4)

Monnier et al. 1999



Example interpretations (5a)

η CarVLTI/VINCI



Example interpretations (5b)

VLTI/VINCI



Polychromatic interferometry

Disperse the light!
Broad band aperture synthesis
Source structure dependent on 
wavelength



Composite spectrum binary

η Peg

η Peg
(NPOI)



Stellar atmospheres

γ Sge



MIDI visibility spectra of disks

Leinert et al. 2004



NGC 1068 arcsecond scales



Correlated flux and visibility

While a single telescope sees all the flux 
within its field of view, a two-telescope 
interferometer sees only the flux on 
spatial scales smaller than the inverse 
of the telescope separation expressed in 
units of wavelength
The correlated flux divided by the total 
flux is equal to the visibility amplitude



NGC 1068

• Realize that MIDI is resolving a structure as fringe spacing 
decreases towards shorter wavelengths.
• Realize that the visibility increases at the shortest 
spacings: this indicates a second more compact emission 
(red line).
• Realize that the correlated flux is affected by the 10 µ dust 
absorption feature.
• Realize that the source spectra are blackbody, one 800 K 
(hot) and one 320 K (warm) component. The emission from 
both is absorbed by the dust.
• The dust opacity is an additional parameter to tweak the 
relative correlated fluxes.
• The shorter baseline at the largest fringe spacings resolves 
some large scale emission.

Jaffe et al. 2004



Two components



Not enough data?

Other sources of info:

• SED
• AO imaging
• Spectro-astrometry
• Other?

Eisner et al. 2003



Any questions?


